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historical and philosophical perspectives - historical and philosophical perspectives 5 within any of the 10
content areas of fle set forth by the national council on family relations (bredehoft & cassidy, 1995), save that
it assumes a lay audience that may not turn to a traditional classroom for fle. such edu-cation follows the
operational principles set forth by arcus et al. (1993b, philosophical perspectives on ethics - wesleyan
university - philosophical perspectives on ethics . there are five philosophies which are traditionally
considered when discussing ethics, though many other variations exist. each seems to hit on at least one of
three themes. good is seen as a balance of happiness (utilitarianism, kantian, or confucianism), as legal (social
contract philosophical, psychological & spiritual perspectives on ... - philosophical perspectives on
death since ancient greece, philosophical reasoning has been a part of the human dynamic of thought and
attempt to understand our existence. according to philosopher arthur schopenhauer, "the fear of death is the
beginning of philosophy, and the final cause of religion" philosophical perspectives on risk - scholarb.vt techné 8:1 fall 2004 hansson, philosophical perspectives on risk / 11 belief. similarly, a utility assignment is
objectivist if it is interpreted as (a linear function of) some objective quantity. it is often taken for granted that
this sense of risk is the only one that we need. philosophical perspectives on education - researchgate philosophical perspectives on education 23 the school is seen as an intellectual institution for students to
explore and discover truth. the emphasis is on cognitive development, not experimenting on human
subjects: philosophical perspectives - philosophical perspectives* ruth macklint and susan sherwint the
ethical problems that attend the use of human subjects present difficult questions both for researchers and for
'ociety. the authors investigate these issues from various philosophical points of view, focusing on the theories
of immanuel kant and john stuart mill. philosophical perspectives, 18, ethics, 2004 - gouldc philosophical perspectives, 18, ethics, 2004 (in this respect my skeptic is like the sensible paranoiac who
maintains that while the man has his spies everywhere, any confident judgment to the effect that ortcutt is a
spy would be unwarranted for lack of evidence.) educational perspectives - university of hawaii philosophical issues that were skillfully woven into the story. following that informal test, experimental trials
were held that demonstrated significant gains in reading and math among the students who had engaged in
philosophical ... 4 educational perspectives ... linking theoretical perspectives and practice - linking
theoretical perspectives and practice . educators can draw on many theories to inform and guide their
practice. theories provide different lenses through which to interpret and gain insight into complex issues. like
different pairs of glasses, theories enable educators to see the world differently. educators philosophical
foundation for curriculum decisions - philosophical perspectives and beliefs of teacher educators. i think,
at a personal level, these philosophical bases change over time due to impact of one’s experiences, learning,
and maturity over time. philosophical foundations for curriculum decision: a reflective analysis ! 3! changing
images of curriculum ...
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